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An Act

relative to the

rights

of deaf

people

in judicial and

QUASI-JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

Section 92A of Chapter 221 of The General Laws is hereby
1
amended
as follows:
2
In any proceeding in any court, executive or legislative board,
3
4 commission, agency, bureau, committee, or other body or political
5 subdivision of the state in which a deaf or hard of hearing person is
6 a party or parent or witness, said body or subdivision shall procure
7 through the massachusetts commission for the deaf and hard of
8 hearing a qualified interpreter to interpret said proceedings unless
9 such deaf or hard of hearing person knowingly, voluntarily and
10 intelligently makes written waiver of a qualified interpreter. Such
11 waiver is subject to the written approval of counsel where such deaf
12 or hard of hearing person is represented by counsel. In no event
13 shall the failure ot the deaf or hard of hearing person to request an
14 interpreter be deemed a waiver of his right to a qualified
15 interpreter.
16 Whenever a deaf or hard of hearing person is arrested for alleged
17 violation of a criminal law, including a local ordinance, the local
18 police commissioner or his designee shall procure from the massa-19 chusetts commission for the deaf and hard of hearing a qualified
20 interpreter which interpreter’s presence shall precede the making of
21 any communication with said deaf or hard of hearing person
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warnings,

[January

notification of rights, inter-

rogation or taking of a statement. No answer, statement, or admission, written or oral, made by a deaf or hard of hearing person in
response to any question by a law enforcement officer or by any
prosecutor may be used against such deaf or hard of hearing person
unless such statement was made or elicited through a qualified
interpreter and was made knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently
or, in the case of waiver of interpreter, unless the court makes a
special finding that any such statement was made knowingly,
voluntarily and intelligently.
The court shall procure through the massachusetts commission
for the deaf and hard of hearing a qualified interpreter to assist a
deaf or hard of hearing defendant in communication with counsel
in all phases of preparation and presentation of a criminal case.
The court shall procure through the massachusetts commission
for the deaf and hard of hearing a qualified interpreter to interpret
all communications material to a sentence or probationary term,
including but not limited to court-ordered services and courses of
study.
In all proceedings involving an interpreter under this section, no
testimony shall be admitted as evidence until; (1) the interpreter is
so situated as to assure effective communication between all persons having a substantial interest in the outcome of such proceedings,
(2) the interpreter swears under oath, that he will provide a true
and accurate interpretation of the proceedings to the best of his
skill and judgment, and
(3) the person conducting such proceedings determines, on the
basis of testimony of the interpreter and the deaf or hard of hearing
person, that such interpreter is able in that particular proceeding to
communicate accurately with and translate information to and
from such deaf or hard of hearing person.
If, at any time during the proceeding, it is determined that the
interpreter is no longer able to provide effective communication
between the parties, the person conducting such proceeding shall
appoint another qualified interpreter in accordance with the provisions of this section.
For the purposes of this section, the following words shall have
the following meanings:
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“Intermediary interpreter”, a qualified interpreter who, because
of an intimate acquaintance with deaf or hard of hearing persons
who use mainly natural or unusual gestures for communicating,
can act as a mediator between the hard of hearing person and a
qualified interpreter.
“Procure”, obtain the services of a qualified interpreter and pay
the massachusetts commission for the deaf and hard of hearing for

68 said services.
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“Qualified interpreter”, an interpreter skilled in sign language or
oral interpretation and transliteration, with the ability to communicate accurately with a deaf or hard of hearing person and to
translate information to and from such deaf or hard of hearing
person, and duly licensed by the interpreter licensing board of the
massachusetts commission for the deaf and hard of hearing, based
upon recommendations of the massachusetts registry of the deaf,
incorporated, the massachusetts state association of the deaf and
other appropriate agencies.
A client has a privilege to prevent a qualified interpreter from
disclosing a confidential communication made between one or
more persons where the communication was facilitated by said
interpreter. For purposes of this paragraph, a client is any person
rendered interpreting services by an interpreter; a communication
is confidential if a client has a reasonable expectation or intent that
it not be disclosed to persons other than those to whom disclosure
is made.
Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent any
department, board, commission, agency or licensing authority
from employing a qualified interpreter, who is recommended by
the massachusetts commission for the deaf and hard of hearing, on
a full-time basis or under contract at a mutually agreed upon
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